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Executive Summary
As digital innovation initiatives dissolve the operational technology (OT) network 
boundaries, from IT networks (also known as the “air gap”), OT networks have 
become a target of a growing number of attacks. Application control and 
intrusion prevention (IPS) technologies that are integrated into every FortiGate 
Next-Generation Firewall (NGFW) can uniquely identify traffic from 55 different 
OT applications and protocols with more than 1,850 unique application control 
signatures to protect against advanced threats. In addition, IPS signatures can 
also virtually patch OT applications and protocols.

FortiGuard Labs leverages OT-specific knowledge and the analysis of billions of 
security events per day to generate threat intelligence and develop application 
control and IPS signatures. This combination of application control and OT-specific 
threat intelligence enables OT operators to define and enforce robust threat 
protection through application-specific firewall policies and virtual patching within 
their OT environments without causing any performance impacts.

Nine out of ten OT 
organizations experienced 

at least one system intrusion 
in the past year. Malware 
and phishing are the most 

common intrusions.1

Evolving Threat Landscape Compels Shift in OT Protection
Traditionally, the threat model of OT network security plans relied upon a physical disconnect between OT and IT networks. 
But increasingly, this model is fading away. Although digital transformation is a clear trend with business benefits, the process 
brings with it a number of security challenges.

OT operators now need visibility and control over how OT applications and protocols communicate with each other over the 
network. FortiGate NGFWs include built-in application control and IPS signatures that enable enforcement of application-
specific firewall policies for OT network traffic. They also support virtual patching of any legacy devices that have been running 
in the network with potential security vulnerabilities—without the need for security fixes or software patches.

Why OT Needs Application Control
OT systems such as programmable logic controllers (PLCs), remote terminal units (RTUs), and human machine interfaces 
(HMIs) run specific protocols and associated applications that are not secure by design. Rather than using a zero-trust 
approach, most OT systems follow inherent trust and do not have any authentication and authorization built into their 
command-and-control frameworks. Because of this issue, ICS environments require a mechanism to limit inappropriate or 
risky operations from being blindly executed on target systems.

With application control configured in the ICS network, security teams can manage which specific operations are and are not 
allowed. This reduces the risk of ICS process disruptions from either a legitimate user making a mistake or a malicious threat 
actor launching an attack. A FortiGate NGFW provides the necessary level of protection by monitoring and filtering all traffic 
entering and exiting the ICS network.

Why OT Needs an Intrusion Prevention System (IPS)
Maintaining uptime of OT systems is so important to plant operations that most OT operators are willing to defer applying 
patches to critical ICS elements (e.g., PLCs, RTUs, HMIs). However, leaving these systems unpatched when known 
vulnerabilities exist can lead to an attacker targeting vulnerabilities that could compromise their safety, availability, and 
reliability. It’s also common for manufacturers to stop providing security fixes on legacy OT systems once they are declared 
obsolete. Any unpatched legacy OT system creates a major security gap in the broader OT environment. Organizations need 
a compensating control to mitigate the risks of any known vulnerabilities in their OT environment. 

An NGFW armed with OT-specific IPS signatures can provide a virtual patch to the environment so that unpatched systems 
can continue to operate within the OT network with minimized risk of exploitation. IPS signatures offer a virtual shield over 
the network. A security team can wait until the next scheduled outage to apply an underlying patch or continue to operate 
the vulnerable OT systems with a virtual patch in place in case no security fix is available for it.
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The FortiGuard Industrial Security Service Provides Application Control and 
IPS Signatures for OT 
The differences between IT and OT environments mean that industrial control systems often face different threats and 
require security monitoring tailored to their unique threat landscape. Years of experience securing OT environments and 
membership in the largest OT-specific partner ecosystem give Fortinet a deep understanding of these kinds of threats. 
FortiGuard Labs has developed OT-specific threat intelligence based on analysis of over 100 billion security events per day.2 

The FortiGuard Industrial Security Service for FortiGate combines application control and IPS signatures that are developed 
specifically for OT. It provides the capability to detect and protect against network-level threats, while enabling extensive 
visibility into industrial applications.

The FortiGate IPS engine can identify over 55 different OT-specific network protocols (e.g., Modbus TCP, BACnet, OPC) with 
more than 1,850 unique application control signatures within these protocols for specific security policy rules that can be 
applied to the various OT systems communicating in the network. Combining these capabilities with the OT-specific threat 
intelligence from FortiGuard Labs enables OT operators to identify and monitor the types of traffic flowing in their networks 
and apply granular control over the usage of protocol functions and values restricting data flows within their environments. 
(Figure 1 shows the list of currently supported ICS/OT protocols.)

Figure 1: List of currently supported ICS/OT protocols with application control signatures.

Application Control and IPS in ICS Environments
Digital transformation initiatives take advantage of the productivity and efficiency gains made available by connecting OT 
environments so that industrial data can be analyzed to help minimize downtime and lost production. As IT and OT networks 
become increasingly connected, securing OT environments requires network segmentation.3 Figure 2 (on the next page) shows 
a high-level deployment architecture with FortiGate NGFWs in a connected IT enterprise and OT infrastructure. The IT and OT 
networks are segmented into several zones using the FortiGate NGFWs.
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 → - Additional parameters supported for the signatures in the GUI (requires FortiOS v6.4 and above) 
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Communications between different zones within the OT network and to the organization’s intranet, internet, and remote sites 
are monitored and secured by a FortiGate NGFW with virtual patching. Demilitarized zone (DMZ) networks provide secure 
connectivity to the services from lower to higher networks, including the internet. As part of its built-in IPS capabilities, the 
FortiGate NGFW comes with web filtering and antispam features for the internet-facing DMZ networks.

How application control signatures can reduce the attack surface for ICS and OT
Application control signatures perform deep packet inspection (DPI) for the protocol payload and offer the ability to identify 
protocol functions and values. The signatures can be configured within the FortiGate firewall policies to allow and deny certain 
protocol parameters traversing over a network communication channel. Some application control signatures can support 
matching multiple parameters within the FortiGate policy configuration, whereby a granular security policy can be defined to 
regulate and control network communication within the ICS network.4

Versions 6.4 and later of the FortiOS network operating system for FortiGate NGFWs offer GUI-based policy configuration to 
define multiple parameters for certain application control signatures (e.g., definition of values or value range for specific protocol 
functions in combination with AND/OR logic operations). Figure 3 (on the next 2 pages) shows matching multiple parameters 
within an application control signature with AND/OR logic operations.

Figure 2: Interconnected IT enterprise and OT networks secured using FortiGate NGFWs.
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Figure 3: Matching multiple parameters within an application control signature with AND/OR logic operations.

Example 1: IEC 60870-5-104

Example 2: And / Or logic operations
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Figure 4 (below) provides an overview of how network traffic flows through the FortiGate IPS engine when application control 
signatures are configured for a specific protocol.

Figure 4: Network traffic flows through a FortiGate NGFW’s IPS engine.
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How IPS signatures can offer virtual patching for ICS and OT
Threat actors often probe ICS platforms in search of vulnerabilities. Should a vulnerability be discovered, an exploit code is 
created that leverages the vulnerability to stage an attack. If the exploit code traverses on to the target platform and executes 
successfully, it can compromise safety, availability, integrity, and confidentiality. IPS signatures are essentially predefined 
patterns that, when configured within the IPS policy, detect exploit codes in a network communication stream and block them 
from traversing on to the target platform. This ultimately prevents exploit code execution. 

Applying security fixes or software patches in an ICS/OT environment can have many challenges, such as:

	n Very slow patch cycles—there is no “patch Tuesday” concept in ICS/OT

	n Vendor delays with releasing a patch—it requires a long process (development, testing, validation, and release)

	n Customers cannot afford downtime—impossible to shut down the plant operations or issue system downtime 

	n Expansive ICS infrastructure—deployment of necessary patches could take years

	n Complexities of the ICS/OT environment—multiple integrations and dependencies

	n System or platform obsolescence—deploying patches could break the system, disrupt integration with other key OT 
components, or void support/warranty contracts 
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Figure  5: Virtual Patching or Vulnerability Shielding within an ICS environment. 
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IPS signatures can protect legacy ICS platforms that do not have a software patch available from malicious exploits (see Figure 
5). The FortiGuard Labs Industrial Security Service currently covers more than 495 ICS and OT specific IPS signatures for 
known vulnerabilities. Likewise, through its extensive alliance and partnership ecosystem, Fortinet works closely with industrial 
automation and control system vendors to develop IPS signatures for their ICS platforms that may have known vulnerabilities. 

Custom signatures and the session helper capability within FortiOS
FortiOS also supports custom application control signatures. If a signature is not already part of the IPS database supplied 
by FortiGuard Labs, end-users with sufficient knowledge of FortiGuard IPS technology can create a custom application 
control signature and deploy it on the FortiGate NGFW.5 Detailed instructions for creating custom application control 
signatures can be found in the Custom IPS and Application Control Signature—Syntax Guide.6 

Some complex and legacy ICS/OT protocols may have special requirements due to the way the protocol is designed or 
functions. In such cases, FortiOS uses a session helper to process any network communication sessions that have special 
requirements. Session helpers function like proxies by getting information from the session and performing required support 
functions. For example, legacy Open Platform Communications (OPC) operations such as data access (DA), historical data 
access (HDA), and alarms and events (AE) work on dynamic network ports. These ports can pose challenges when defining 
security policies on a network firewall because they can vary from one session to the next. However, by using Fortinet’s 
built-in session helper capabilities, end-users can efficiently manage dynamic network port allocation for the operation and 
secure it.7

Similarly, if a vulnerable ICS platform cannot be patched on time, FortiGuard Labs can develop an IPS signature that can 
be deployed on a FortiGate NGFW via virtual patching to secure the vulnerable platform from cyber threats in the interim. 
As an example, an IPS signature was developed for the Schneider Electric Triconex platform, which is vulnerable to Triton/
Trisis malware.8,9
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An ICS Threat Mitigation Scenario
The ability to identify and filter network communications at the application level enables an organization to enforce granular 
firewall policies. Asset owners can protect against sophisticated threats without negatively impacting their operations or the 
productivity of an OT environment. 

For example, as part of ICS operations, a data historian may need read access to several PLCs in order to collect and store 
operational data. However, the underlying ICS protocol that is used to make these requests for data acquisition could 
potentially be used by a threat actor to send malicious commands to the PLC. Because a network connection must be present 
between the data historian and the PLC to enable read access of data, simply blocking all traffic between the two systems is 
not a viable solution. However, filtering the transmissions between the two systems to differentiate between legitimate reads 
and malicious commands would require an understanding of the specific commands included in the underlying ICS protocol. 

Application control can provide the appropriate level of filtering. A FortiGate NGFW can be configured to permit the data 
historian restricted access to the PLC. If a malicious threat actor compromises the data historian’s access and attempts to 
send a command to the PLC, this malicious request would be identified and blocked by the FortiGate NGFW. The NGFW 
would then automatically generate an alert and transmit it via the logging mechanism to the security operations center (SOC), 
which could investigate the incident and take steps to enhance the security defenses if necessary. 

FortiGate virtual patching capabilities can also protect vulnerable OT systems from exploitation. FortiGate NGFWs use the 
FortiGuard Industrial Security Service to receive updated signatures, even in isolated and air-gapped network environments. 
FortiGate can then detect and protect against attempted exploits of known OT vulnerabilities. 

Conclusion
As the OT threat landscape expands and evolves, OT operators need granular visibility into the types of network traffic 
reaching their ICS. Application control and IPS signature capabilities are built into all FortiGate NGFWs. Adding the FortiGuard 
Labs Industrial Security Service further extends those capabilities to OT environments.

Protecting OT systems requires OT-specific security solutions. Network segmentation and microsegmentation, coupled with 
the advanced threat protection capabilities of FortiGate NGFWs, reduce an OT network’s exposure to cyber threats while 
centralizing visibility and management of an organization’s security architecture.
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